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FEATURES
 Mechanical and electrical interfaces. Custom made for Universal Robots (UR) collaborative robots
(UR3, UR5 and UR10 if not exceeding 7kg).
 Integrated safety related functions.
 Flexible setting options to perfectly match application needs.
 Vacuum ejector based on patented COAX® technology with integrated controls.
 Optimized design for high reliability.
 Valves with adaptive PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) to reduce heat generation and further
improve reliability.
 Extra valve protection (Automatic Condition Monitoring, ACM, function).
 Light weight and low build height.
 UR software capabilities (URCaps) for quick and easy installation/implementation and
programming, compatible with E-series and CB-series.
 Patented Intelligent Blow-Off (IBO) automatically activates and stops the blow-off when vacuum is
removed from system and optimizes the usage of blow-off air.
 Integrated automatic air/energy-saving function (ES) with adjustable hysteresis that will further
reduce energy usage (up to 90–95%).
 Activate and optionally sets itself automatically (Automatic Level Determination, ALD, function).
 Patented Self-Adhesion control (SAC) function automatically removes self-created and unwanted
vacuum from suction cups.
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OVERVIEW

Pos
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
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Description
Adapter plate
LED indicator
Outlet
Feed pressure inlet 6mm
OLED display and select buttons
piCHIP10x
Vacuum port
M8 8pin female connection

Note
Adapter plate for UR robot
See Operational chapter
Exhaust air
Push-in style
See chapter interface
Ejector unit
G1/4’’ female
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START-UP
WHATS IN THE BOX









piCOBOT®
Cable M8 8pin male
Air hose ø6mm (3 m)
Three straps
USB with URCap software
(Suction cups (x4 or x8), optional)
(Adjustable Gripper, optional)
Torx keys (T20, T25 and T30)

Before you use the product, read the
safety assessment to ensure safe product
operation.

INSTALLATION OF piCOBOT®








Unpack the box with the piCOBOT®, air hose, cable, USB, suction cups and manual.
Unscrew the four captive Torx T25 screws to release the adapter plate.
Attach the adapter plate to your robot with four Torx T30 screws.
Mount a suction cup or the, optional, Adjustable Gripper to the piCOBOT®.
Fasten the piCOBOT® to the adapter plate using the four captive Torx T25 screws.
Mount the cable on your piCOBOT® and on the robot.
Connect the hose to an air supply with compressed air and to the piCOBOT®.

SETUP
Use the included USB to install the URCap software. See chapter Software for detailed instructions.
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INSTALLATION
PNEUMATIC
WARNING! Do not install or operate your piCOBOT® if damaged during transport,
handling or use. Damage may result in bursting and cause injury or property damage.

PNEUMATIC INSTALLATION
piCOBOT® can be installed in any orientation. Ensure that the exhaust from the ejector is not blocked.
When connecting oil free compressed air and vacuum hoses to the unit, it is important to choose proper
pipe dimensions, if using other hose than included, to prevent pressure drop. Avoid restrictive inner
diameters, long piping distances, sharp bends and small sized connections.

PNEUMATIC TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Description

Unit

COAX®

Feed pressure, max.
Feed pressure, opt.
Max vacuum at opt. pressure
Air consumption at opt. pressure
Max vacuum flow at opt. pressure
Flow, Blow-Off at 0.5 MPa [73 psi] and no counter pressure

MPa
MPa
-kPa
Nl/s
Nl/s
Nl/s

0.7
0.46
84
0.46
0.62
0.282

COMPRESSED AIR QUALITY
Quality of the compressed air shall fulfill the requirements in DIN ISO 8573-1 class 4.

PNEUMATIC DIAGRAM
Vacuum NC & Blow-Off NC, with non-return valve

1. Compressed air
2. Vacuum
3. Exhaust
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MOUNTING
MOUNTING THE piCOBOT®
MOUNTING THE piCOBOT®
The piCOBOT® is delivered premounted. Therefore, the first thing you need to do is to remove the adapter
plate. Unscrew the four captive M5 T25 screws.

Next, mount the adapter plate to your cobot.
Mount the adapter plate to the cobot using four MRT M6 T30 screws.

Specifications subject to change without notice. Rev1
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Mount the piCOBOT® to the adapter plate with four captive M5 T25 screws.
The bottom of the piCOBOT® have three different hole patterns (Shown in the Dimensions chapter)
to be able to fasten different grippers or suction cups.

MOUNTING THE CABLE
Connect the cable to the piCOBOT®. The pin has a small notch (shown below) that match the cable.
Push it in and screw the cap on. Do the same on the UR cobot.

SOFTWARE
For information about the URCap, please look at the specific URCap manual
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DIMENSIONS
Description

Unit

Value

Pos

Description

A

mm [in]

74.0 [2.91]

1

Compressed air

B

-

M8 8-pin female

2

Vacuum

C

mm

Ø6

3

Exhaust
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TECHNICAL DATA
Description
Installation
Total weight (without suction cups)
piCOBOT® weight
Adjustable gripper weight
Max handled weight
Material
Supply voltage
Electrical connection
Typical current consumption
In rush current
Valve shift peak current
Valve shift peak current time
Feed pressure, max.
Connection, compressed air
Connection, vacuum
Environmental properties
IP classification
Temperature range
Humidity
Vibration resistant at 2g xyz
Noise level range*
Operations
Pressure drop
Blow-Off flow at 0.5 MPa and no counter pressure
Blow-Off flow at 0.5 MPa and 0.1 MPa counter pressure
Hysteresis
Function, Vacuum/Blow-Off
Display
Electrical input/output
Electrical input/output
Analog output
Accuracy of F.S. (Full Scale) analog output
Manual override , electrically activated
Signal range (digital output)
Response time valve
Switch output S1/S2, max
*Higher noise level = free running vacuum (cups open)
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Unit

Value

g
g
g
g

947
510
210
7,000
PA, NBR, SS, Al, FPM, CuZn, Cu, PU
24 ± 10%
Connector M8, 8-pin female
200
800
425
<32
0.7

-

VDC
-

mA
mA
mA
ms
MPa
-

ø6 push-in angle connector

-

G1/4” female

°C
%RH
Hz
dBA

IP54
0-40
35-85
8-200
52-63

MPa
Nl/s
Nl/s

0.06
0.282
0.09
Adjustable
NC vacuum + NC Blow-Off
OLED and gyro display

-

VDC
V

24, UR specific

-

±3%
Yes, non-locking push style
-101.3 - 140
10 ± 2
2x40 simultaneously or 1x80 one at a time

-

kPa
ms
mA

1-5
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VACUUM FLOW
Feed pressure
Pump nozzle

Air
consumption

MPa
0.46 / 0.40

Nl/s
0.46

Vacuum flow (Nl/s) at different vacuum levels (-kPa)
0
0.62

10
0.56

20
0.44

30
0.32

40
0.18

50
0.12

60
0.08

70
0.04

80
0.01

Max
vacuum
-kPa
84

EVACUATION TIME
Feed pressure
Pump nozzle

Air
consumption

MPa
0.46 / 0.40

Nl/s
0.46

Specifications subject to change without notice. Rev1

Evacuation time (s/l) to reach different vacuum levels
(-kPa)
10
0.169

20
0.369

30
0.633

40
1.036

50
1.699

60
2.628

70
4.104

80
7.567

Max
vacuum
-kPa
84
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OPERATIONAL
The LED will light up in different colors depending on which task is performed.
Vacuum On = Blue flashing
ES active = Blue steady
(ES = Energy/Air Saving)

LED visible on
both sides

Idle = Green steady
Release (blow-off active) = Green flashing

LED visible on
both sides
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INTERFACE
There are two buttons, one OLED screen and two LEDs in green and blue on the piCOBOT®. As soon as
the piCOBOT® is turned on, the Piab logo is shown and shortly after the default screen (see picture below,
showing the status IDLE with 0.0 vacuum). The real time vacuum level reading is displayed here when
vacuum is achieved. The selected and active vacuum unit is shown in the bottom far-right corner. A screen
saver is activated after 3 minutes if no signal in, or working with settings is present.
The blue LED L1 will light and IDLE will switch to VAC in the display when an incoming signal for Vacuum on
is achieved. Likewise, for a Blow-off on signal but then the green LED L2 is lit and IDLE switches to BO in the
display. You can also manually operate Vacuum on or Blow-Off on with the buttons “V” (Vacuum on) and
“B” (Blow-Off on) when the piCOBOT® is powered with 24V. Blow-Off on will always override Vacuum on.
The information in the bottom of the display shows,
from left to right, the output signal status on S1,
normally Part Present (PP); S2, normally Energy
Saving (ES) level achieved; and the active vacuum
unit. The top left section in the display will show
status conditions, e.g. when and which ES-Energy
Saving function or which Blow-Off type is active and
in action. The output signals and status conditions
can represent different selectable features, for more
info see the Menu overview and Menu setting on
the coming pages.

To enter the menus, press and hold “V” and “B” at
the same time for 2 seconds. A small time-bar on
the top of the display will gradually go from left to
right until menus appear.

To navigate the menus, push “B” to toggle down
and “V” to toggle up the list. Hold to scroll the list.
Set your choice to the square marker and press
both “V” and “B” at the same time. To select and set
a value or choice in a menu, toggle to the square
marker and press “V” and “B” at the same time
again. Your choice is marked with * and the OLED
will quickly blink to confirm your setting. In the
Parametrization menu wait for 2 seconds to leave
the entered menu. All other menus have a “Back”
function at the bottom of different selections. After
10 seconds without new input the screen
automatically returns to its default position.

Specifications subject to change without notice. Rev1
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MENU OVERVIEW
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MENU SETTINGS
This is the first level of menus, for underlaying menus and settings please see Menu settings on the next
pages

Parametrization
Preset value

Range

Unit

Part Present vacuum level setpoint

40

0…100

-kPa [-inHg]

Part Present hysteresis

2

0…100

-

Energy Saving (ES) vacuum level setpoint

70

0…100

-

Energy Saving (ES) hysteresis

8

0…100

-

250

0…10000

ms

ALD hysteresis

0

0…10

-

SAC duration time

50

0…1000

ms

SAC hysteresis

5

0…100

-

SAC tuning

-

0 = Small vacuum system
1 = Medium vacuum system
2 = Large vacuum system
3 = Large vacuum system - large
pressure drops
Time for all recovery actuations

Menu name

ATBO duration time

IBO sensitivity

0

0…3

ACM timeout

5

1…100

s

ALD recovery actuations

3

1…100

pcs

Comment
Normally used as Part present level
Normally used as Energy Saving trigger
level
Time set for ATBO
ALD tuning
Time set for SAC

Number of allowed recovery actuations

Configuration
Menu name
Factory reset

Configuration
Confirm

Comment
Returns unit back to factory set of parameterization
and configuration values based on product CODE.

0 = Off - ES disabled
Energy Saving type

1 = On - ES on setpoint S2
2 = On - ES with ALD

Preset depending on configuration.
See corresponding chapter Function.

3 = On - ES on setpoint S2 - ALD backup
0 = Off - external
Blow-Off type

1 = On - ATBO

Preset depending on configuration.
See corresponding chapter Function.

2 = On - IBO
Self Adhesion Control

0 = Off – SAC disabled
1 = On - SAC activated

Preset depending on configuration.

0 = -kPa
Pressure unit

1 = -inHg
1 = Part Present vacuum level achieved (PP)

Specifications subject to change without notice. Rev1
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2 = Energy Saving vacuum level achieved (ES)
3 = Leakage Warning (LW)
4 = Blow-Off Complete (BOC)
1 = Energy Saving vacuum level achieved (ES)
2 = Part Present vacuum level achieved (PP)
3 = Leakage Warning (LW)
4 = Blow-Off Complete (BOC)
5 = Analog vacuum level (1-5V)
Vacuum control type

Blow-Off control type

C2 control type

S1 output type

S2 output type

0 = NPN

Base input.

1 = PNP
0 = Same as base

Follows the base Vacuum ctrl type.

1 = Inverted from base
0 = Same as base

Follows the base Vacuum ctrl type.

1 = Inverted from base
0 = NPN

Base input.

1 = PNP
0 = Same as base

Follows the base S1 output type.

1 = Inverted from base

Supervision
Menu name Function

Unit

Cycle counter

Cycle counter

Cycles

See corresponding chapter Function.

UVD counter

Under Voltage Detection (UVD) counter

pcs

See corresponding chapter Function.

MAX volt

Highest Voltage Detected (MVD)

V

See corresponding chapter Function.

MIN volt

Lowest Voltage Detected (LVD)

V

See corresponding chapter Function.

SYS volt

System Voltage

V

See corresponding chapter Function.

MAX Acc

Short Term Maximum Acceleration (STMA)

g x 10

See corresponding chapter Function.

MAX Acc 2

Life Term Maximum Acceleration (LTMA)

g x 10

See corresponding chapter Function.

MAX temp

Maximum Temperature Detected (MTD)

°C

See corresponding chapter Function.

SYS temp

System Temperature

°C

See corresponding chapter Function.
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Identity
Menu name

Comment

Vendor ID

PIAB VENDOR ID

Device ID

E.g 314, see your pump for the correct value

Vendor

Piab AB

Product name

piCOBOT®

Serial number

E.g 16Q001234, see your pump for the correct value

Hardware revision (HW)

E.g R02, see your pump for the correct value

Firmware revision (FW)

E.g revision 1.0

Application TAG

Application TAG Example

Product ordering CODE

PCO.U1.M01.T.MC2.S221PA.X.6.CC.A.A03K1

Production date

E.g 2019-02-20

Service Menu
Comment

Menu name
Piab lock

For Piab developers only

Specifications subject to change without notice. Rev1
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FUNCTION
PARAMETRIZATION AND CONFIGURATION
Vacuum control
For more information about controlling your piCOBOT please see URCap manual.

ENERGY SAVING TYPE --> Energy Saving – Automatic Level Determination (ALD)
Automatic “ES” Level Determination (ALD) Optional only if ES-mode is active and energy saving type ALD is
selected. The unit will measure max achievable vacuum on the object every cycle and automatically set an
optimized ES level and hysteresis- The calculation is re-calculated every cycle to give the most reliable
condition every time a new object is handled. The calculation is based on set part present signal level and
max achievable vacuum measured by an analog sensor.
ALD can also be selected as a back-up for manually set ES (setpoint S2). In this case, ALD will be activated if
S2 is not reached in order to always secure energy saving.
Time

ALD mode
Every cycle
Switch digital

ES low, ALD

Automatic calculation hysteresis
possible to change

ES high, ALD
Max. vacuum

Vacuum

Parameter

Description

ALD hysteresis

Range 0 .. 10 where 0 = small hysteresis and 10 = large hysteresis.
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ENERGY SAVING TYPE --> Energy Saving on setpoint S2 ( Manual settings)
Energy Saving (ES) on setpoint S2 will operate the same way as Energy Saving ALD, with the only difference
that the user needs to provide a value at which the unit will turn off, and a hysteresis (difference window)
until the unit will turn vacuum on again. The value at which the unit will turn off vacuum generation is set in
parameter S2 (ES setpoint). The difference (hysteresis) is set using parameter ES hysteresis. ES “low”, when
unit turn vacuum on, is then internally calculated as (ES setpoint – ES hysteresis).
S1 and S2, feedback signal where in Std-IO ….

Parameter

Description

ES setpoint

Range 0 .. 100 -kPa [0 .. 29.5 -inHg]. S2 > S1

ES Hysteresis

Range 0 .. 100 -kPa [0 .. 29.5 -inHg]. Ensure that S2_setpoint S2_hystereis > S1

Automatic “ES” Condition Monitoring (ACM)
Optional only if ES-mode is active to protect the life span of the valves, an automatic override function is
implemented. If the supply valve is restarted 3 times within 3 sec, the ES function is deactivated for the rest
of the cycle. A nice feature if leakage occasionally occurs. If your piCOBOT is configured or set with a
leakage warning output the feature can also be used to monitor the wear of the suction cups. You can
disable the ACM function by activating the digital input C2 on pin8 (Std-IO) or PDO OCTET0 Bit4 (IO-Link).
If you are discovering a leakage in the system, you can temporarily turn off the ACM function by pushing
once on either manual override buttons on the valve unit. The pump unit will then recharge vacuum in its
ES hysteresis range, turn off -> on and tries to go into ES-mode when you have found the leakage. Then
the pump turns off and goes into ES-mode. Recycle the pump or push ones again on any of the manual
override buttons to activate the ACM mode again.
Time

Every cycle

Normal ES mode
Normal ACM mode
Switch
digital

3 sec.
ES low

ES high
Max. vacuum
Vacuum

Parameter

Description

ACM Timeout

Range 1 .. 100. unit = seconds. The minimum time (default 3 seconds) that must
pass during which the ACM recovery actuations occur. If the time is longer for 3 (or
whatever is set) actuations, the ACM function is not triggered. If the time is shorter,
the ACM function is triggered. Can also be selected as an output option for S1 or

Specifications subject to change without notice. Rev1
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S2.
ACM Recovery actuations

The no of recovery actuations (default = 2) that are allowed to occur within the
ACM timeout without triggering the ACM function.

Leakage Warning (LW)
Output signal that is activated from the ACM. Every time ACM is triggered, this indicates a leakage which
can be transmitted on S1 or S2 signal port.

Blow-Off control
Blow-Off is controlled either through SIO input (PNP or NPN, configurable). Blow-Off (always pneumatically
normally closed) is activated by an "active" input signal. Active Blow-Off control will always override Vacuum
control, terminating the vacuum generation and starting the Blow-Off. For related information, see Vacuum
control on previous page.

Blow-Off type --> External control
External control means that compressed air release function will start by an “active” input signal. The BlowOff signal will override the vacuum signal as well as ATBO or IBO when it’s active.

Blow-Off type --> Automatic Timer Blow-Off (ATBO)
Automatic Timer Blow-off (ATBO) means that the compressed air release function will start automatically
after the vacuum valve is turned off. The blow-off duration is set with a timer. ATBO will save on I/Os
needed to control piCOBOT®, can be of great importance if several units are connected to one controller.
ATBO makes programming easier and can be used to fine-tune blow-off duration to cut cycles time.
Parameter
Description
ATBO Timer

Sets the duration of the blow-off in milliseconds. Range 0 .. 10 000 milliseconds.

Blow-Off type --> Intelligent Blow-Off (IBO)
Intelligent Blow-Off (IBO) is an alternative to save compressed air for part release, in many vacuum
applications the big air consumer. Intelligent blow-off will start automatically when the vacuum valve is
turned off, and the duration of the blow-off is automatically adapted to the application. The blow-off
duration is optimised, and blow-air will automatically stop when all vacuum is removed from the system.
IBO is a self-learning function and only needs a few cycles to optimise blow-off duration for different system
volumes. In the initial cycles, an extra blow-off puff can be presented to fully remove vacuum. IBO-sensitivity
- can be used to tune sensitivity for IBO depending on the size of the vacuum system.
Parameter
Description
IBO sensitivity

Low number = most energy efficient blow-off (suitable for small vacuum system.
The higher the number the larger or more flow-restricted the system.
0 = Small vacuum system
1 = Medium vacuum system
2 = Large vacuum system
3 = Large vacuum system - large pressure drops
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Self Adhesion Control (SAC)
Self Adhesion Control (SAC) automatically removes “unwanted” vacuum with short blow puffs if the
piCOBOT® vacuum control valve has not been activated. The puff duration is set with a timer in
milliseconds. The hysteresis (or sensitivity) is set with a value from 0 – 100. A lower value gives a more
sensitive SAC. Unwanted vacuum is typically created by an ergonomic vacuum handling device/manipulator
where a vacuum check/non-return valve is included. For example, ejectors with ES feature have a
check/non-return valve inside. When suction cups are applied against a sealed object, the weight of the
handling device compresses the cups and create a small bonding force. The force can be enough to move
the object in an uncontrolled manner and even cause personal injuries if glass or metal sheets with sharp
edges are handled. SAC will eliminate this problem completely. Selectable function.
Parameter
Description
SAC duration
SAC hysteresis

Time for one blow-off puff in milliseconds (range 10..10 000) Default value = 50
ms.
Low value = sensitive system for very light handled object, but at the risk of
"ghost-puffs due to signal drift/disturbance. High value = robust but not as
responsive system.

Blow-Off Complete (BOC)
Output signal that is activated when Blow-Off is Complete, if an integrated automatic Blow-Off function,
ATBO or IBO, is activated. The trigger output data will make it very easy to always program for fastest
possible cycle-time. A proper use of a parameter is to initiate part release by setting the vacuum control
signal to "OFF", wait for BOC to turn "HIGH", indicating that part has been released.
Parameter
Description
The BOC signal is indirectly affected by parameter IBO
sensitivity. See chapter on Intelligent Blow-Off.

IBO sensitivity is described separately.

S1 Standard-IO function
Selects which state to transmit on SIO output S1.
Parameter
Description
Part Present (PP)

Part Present vacuum level achieved. Vacuum Switch level S1 achieved.

Energy Saving vacuum level (ES)

Energy Saving vacuum level achieved. Vacuum Switch level S1 achieved.

Leakage Warning (LW)

Every time ACM is triggered, this indicates a leakage which can be
transmitted on S1 signal port.
The automatic blow-off sequence is completed.

Blow-Off Complete (BOC)

S2 Standard-IO function
Selects which state to transmit on SIO output S2.
Parameter
Description
Part Present (PP)

Part Present vacuum level achieved. Vacuum Switch level S1 achieved.

Energy Saving vacuum level (ES)

Energy Saving vacuum level achieved. Vacuum Switch level S1 achieved.

Leakage Warning (LW)

Every time ACM is triggered, this indicates a leakage which can be
transmitted on S1 signal port.
The automatic blow-off sequence is completed.

Blow-Off Complete (BOC)

Specifications subject to change without notice. Rev1
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Analog vacuum level

0-5 Volt analog output. Gauge range is 1 .. 5volt <--> 0 .. 101.3 -kPa [0 ..
29.9 -inHg].

Vacuum control type
This setting is considered the base pump input type of the pump (PNP or NPN).
Parameter
Description
NPN
PNP

NPN function of Vacuum control input pin (and all other input pins unless
specifically configured otherwise.
PNP function of Vacuum control input pin (and all other input pins unless
specifically configured otherwise.

Blow-Off control type
Parameter

Description

Same as base input type

Sets the input type to operate PNP when base input type is PNP. NPN
when base is NPN.
Sets the input type to operate NPN when base input type is PNP. PNP
when base is NPN. This function can be useful when configuring a system
that which you want to behave in a specific manner during power-up for
example.

Input type inverted

C2 control type
Parameter

Description

NPN

NPN function of S1 output signal pin (and all other output pins unless
specifically configured otherwise.
PNP function of S1 output signal pin (and all other output pins unless
specifically configured otherwise.

PNP

S1 output type
S1 feedback signal ty This setting is considered the base output type of the pump (PNP or NPN).
Parameter
Description
NPN
PNP

NPN function of S1 output signal pin (and all other output pins unless
specifically configured otherwise.
PNP function of S1 output signal pin (and all other output pins unless
specifically configured otherwise.

S2 output type
Parameter

Description

Same as base input type

Sets the output type to operate PNP when base input type is PNP. NPN
when base is NPN.
Sets the input type to operate NPN when base input type is PNP. PNP
when base is NPN.

Input type inverted
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SUPERVISION
Cycle counter
A cycle is counted every time Vacuum on has been activated and then deactivated.

Under Voltage Detection (UVD) counter
UVD is a parameter that is measured during vacuum on, storing the lowest voltage recorded in the first 10
operating cycle after a power-cycle. Every power-cycle generates a new reading to be stored locally. Up to
100 readings are possible to store, then a FIFO principle of replacement of data is applied.

Highest Voltage Detected (HVD)
MVD is a reading of the maximum voltage seen by the vacuum-ejector over the lifespan of the ejector. The
reading is a single value representing the highest voltage recorded.

Lowest Voltage Detected (LVD)
LVD is a reading of the lowest voltage seen by the vacuum-ejector over the lifespan of the ejector. The
reading is a single value representing the lowest voltage recorded.

System Voltage
System Voltage is the latest real-time reading of voltage. A new reading is read and made available every
time the ejector returns to IDLE – state.

Short Term Maximum Acceleration (STMA)
The pump measures and provides the maximum value of the sum-acceleration from the last 5 minutes of
operation.

Life Term Maximum Acceleration (LTMA)
The pump shall be able to measure and report maximum acceleration the pump has been submitted to
(while under power) throughout the lifespan of the pump.

Maximum Temperature Detected (MTD)
Is recording of the maximum temperature seen by the vacuum-ejector over the lifespan of the ejector.

System Temperature
This is the latest reading of system temperature. A new value is made available every time the ejector
returns to IDLE – state.

Specifications subject to change without notice. Rev1
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MAINTENANCE
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE
The piCOBOT® has been designed to minimize the need of maintenance. To ensure safe operation the
following general actions must be in place before safe operation of the piCOBOT is possible.
 To prevent dust, dirt and larger particles jamming the ejector unit, causing impaired performance,
the piCOBOT® must only be powered on and energized in the presence of either suction cups
with filter or the Adjustable gripper and cups with filter.
 Maintenance must be performed with a fixed period short enough, to ensure a firm grip at all
times.
 An overall inspection of the piCOBOT® must be performed on regular basis with a duration
depending on the application characteristics.
The following preventive maintenance actions are recommended specific to each part:
Parts for

Part No.

Action

maintenance

Service action and/or inspection

Further action if unresolved

interval

COAX® cartridge TI052
Adjustable Gripper

0123098

Clean

0212848

Inspect

Suction cups filter

See
piab.com

Clean

Suction cups
Compressed air filter

0212856

Inspect
Clean

Electrical cable
External device –
compressed air
regulator

0212314
N/A

External device – Power
supply unit

N/A

Inspect
Inspect and adjust feed
pressure to correct
pressure level if needed
(0.5 MPa [72.5 psi].
Check the “System
Voltage” warning issued
on the OLED display.

When/if max vacuum* is reduced by
>5 -kPa [1.48 -inHg].
After each 200 operational hours.
When/if free running vacuum**
increase >5 -kPa [1.48 -inHg] or
application failure.
When/if poor gripping performance.
Periodicity depending on the
application but at each scheduled
service point.
After 500 installations/removals.
When/if max vacuum* is reduced by
>5 -kPa [1.48 -inHg].

Make sure that the supplied voltage to
piCOBOT is within the specified range
(24 VDC +/- 10%) - below 21.6 VDC no
proper function is guaranteed.
* Max vacuum is the vacuum level achieved by suction cups on a sealed work object.

Replace part if desired
vacuum level not achievable.
Replace gripper if locking of
arms not possible.
Replace fitting.

Replace fitting.
Replace filter.

Replace cable.
Check compressor condition,
capacity and potential
compressed air system
leakage.
Size up Power supply or make
sure it is not over loaded at
any time.

** Free running vacuum is the vacuum level displayed when the suction cups are not in contact with the work object and piCOBOT® is
generating vacuum.

INFO
 All maintenance must be performed in compliance with this manual, including safety instructions.
 Only authorized system integrators, or Piab AB, shall perform repairs.
 Only use original spare parts.
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SPARE PARTS

Pos

Art. no

Quantity

Description

1
2
3
4

0123098
0212856
0212314
0212854

2
5
1
1

COAX® cartridge inside the indicated item Ti05-2
Compressed air filter
Cable L=0,3m, M8 8p/M8 8p
Chip gasket, screw, plug

ACCESSORIES
Pos

Art. no

Description

1

0212848

Adjustable Gripper

2

0101431

Suction cup B30-2 Silicone, G1/4” male, with mesh filter

3

0205130

Suction cup B52XP Polyurethane 30/60, G1/4” male with mesh filter

4

0114449

Suction cup BX35P Polyurethane 30/60 with filter, G1/4” male, with mesh filter

5

9914199

Suction cup piGRIP® with Bag lip Silicone, G1/4” male, with mesh filter

6

See piab.com

Other suction cups with G1/4” fitting are available

Specifications subject to change without notice. Rev1
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REPLACEMENT OF piCOBOT® FILTER
Use a wrench, unscrew the angled connector. Use plyers, remove the filter and push in the new one.

REPLACEMENT OF CHIP
Unscrew the 6 Torx screws using a T4 drive. Pull out the chip and replace the it.

Release all screws
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TROUBLESHOOTING
Troubleshooting for the piCOBOT®.
Observation or error
Actions
No vacuum in system.

Comment

Inspect air supply connection.
Inspect electrical connection.
Inspect power supply.

Power supply is monitored on the display and shall be
within 24 V +/- 10%.

Poor vacuum in system.

Check condition of suction cups.

Look for cracks and wear. Correct suction cup for the
object?

Clean filter in suction cups.

Clogged filter can manipulate "ready to go signal" in
pump.

Clean piSAVE sense valve.

Enables "double pick" feature.

Check O-ring sealing between pump and

Look for cracks and wear. Use correct torque for

gripper.

connection screws (4 screws).

Clean COAX cartridges in COAX module.
Inspect feed pressure filter.

Clean.

Check compressed air pressure drop.

Avoid too small hose inner diameter and too long
hose.

Check feed pressure.

Make sure compressed air feed pressure is according
to recommendation.

Poor gripping.

Adjust ES levels.

ES will shut off vacuum and too low level gives less
lifting force.

Check angle and adjustment on suction
cups.
Revise the choice of suction cup(s).

The customer application might need other type of
suction cups.

Ghost signal. S1 comes without

Clean filter in suction cups.

object in contact.
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SAFTEY INSTRUCTIONS
The piCOBOT® including its associated attachments (Adjustable Gripper and/or suction cup) have been
inherently designed to minimize the consequences of an impact with human body when operated in a
collaborative environment (limited power, force, speed and acceleration). However, due to the versatility of
piCOBOT® in different customer applications, a system integrator must perform a safety assessment before
operation of piCOBOT® is authorized.
The system integrators are responsible for ensuring that the applicable safety laws and regulations in the
country concerned are observed and that any significant hazards in the complete robot application is
eliminated. This includes, but is not limited to:









Performing a risk assessment for the complete robot system
Interfacing other machines and additional safety devices if defined by the risk assessment
Setting up the appropriate safety settings in the robot software
Ensuring that the user will not modify any safety measures
Validating that the total robot system is designed and installed correctly
Specifying instructions for use
Marking the robot installation with relevant signs and contact information of the integrator
Collecting all documentation in a technical file; including the risk assessment and this Manual

Disclaimer:
 Piab AB is not responsible for installation and operation of piCOBOT® on a robot system.
The required steps must be undertaken in supervision and approval by authorized system
integrators.
 Piab AB is not responsible for safety of a complete robot system with piCOBOT® installed.
The required steps must be undertaken in supervision and approval by authorized system
integrators.
The original language of this manual is EN-GB, the other languages are translations of the
original language and can be found on www.piab.com on each language page of the product.
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INTENDED USE
 The product shall be used to evacuate air (non liquids) from a volume to create vacuum for
gripping, holding and processes
 For professional use only.
The piCOBOT® is an end-of-arm tooling on collaborative robots with payloads up to 7 kg [15.5 lbs].
The typical applications for piCOBOT® are:
 Industrial
 Pick-and-place
 Top loading
 Palletizing
 Machine tending
 Bin picking
 Order fulfilment
 Assembly

MISUSE
 The product shall not be used to evacuate liquids.
 The product shall not be used to evacuate solid content without the use of filter.
 The product shall not be used in a fully closed compartment (non ventilated) if not exhaust is piped
away.
 The product shall not be used as standalone safety system to fulfill international lifting norms.
 The exhaust shall not be restricted or blocked.
 The vacuum and exhaust port shall not simultaneously be blocked when unit is generating vacuum.
 Do not install or operate the piCOBOT® if damaged.
 Do not operate the piCOBOT® if compressed air line is not properly secured, loose compressed air
lines can cause severe injuries. Using compressed air pressure and/or electrical voltage outside
specification can cause severe damage due to performance loss.
 Blow-Off functions or ejector exhaust shall not be used to pressurize sealed compartments such as
cylinders and/or tank-volumes.
 The product is intended to be incorporated into machinery or to be assembled with other
machinery to constitute machinery covered by Directive 2006/42/EC, as amended. It is not allowed
to put the machinery into service until the machinery into which it is to be incorporated or of which
it is to be a component has been found and declared to be in conformity with the provision of
Directive 2006/42/EC and with national implementing legislation, i.e. as a whole, including the
machinery referred to in this declaration.
The piCOBOT® is only cleared for operation under conditions noted in this manual and the piCOBOT®
data sheet.
 Any use or application deviating from intended use is deemed to be impermissible misuse. This
includes, but is not limited to:
 Use outside the permissible operational conditions and specifications for piCOBOT®.
 Use before performing a risk assessment.
 Use in industrial robot applications (without limited force, power and speed).
 Use in collaborative but dusty environments or environments with risk for moulding splatter,
without wearing protective glasses.
 Use in direct contact with water spray or excessive amount of water.
 Use in submerged applications/ environments.

Specifications subject to change without notice. Rev1
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Use in potentially explosive atmospheres.
Use in welding applications.
Use in life critical applications.
Use close to a human’s head, face and eye area.
Use as a climbing aid.
Use as a lifting device by the ejector module mechanically (any other ways than use of suction
cups).

RISK ASSESSMENT
The system integrator must perform a risk assessment on the complete robot application. The piCOBOT is
only a component in a robot application thus the safe use of the piCOBOT® rely on the integrators ability
to design a safe robot application. The piCOBOT® is designed with features especially suitable for
collaborative applications:
 Compact design to minimize the volume envelope occupied by the end effector in limited working
spaces.
 Low weight to reduce the impact inertia.
 Large surface area-to volume ratio, to reduce the impact inertia (pressure).
 Securing the arms of the Adjustable Gripper defines a limited maximum load that they can cope
with before they are displaced in case of an uncontrolled impact.
 Instantaneous reaction to E-stops with maintained vacuum function preventing loss of payload.
 Normally Open Valve (piCOBOT® configuration option) that prevents payload to fall off in case of
electrical power loss.
 Low TCP reduces the force exerted on the robot joints during motion.
 Rounded edges.
 Fool-Proof installation of the pump unit to the robot interface.
 Sufficient number of fasteners for all attachment interfaces to ensure mechanical integrity
 Captive attachment fasteners with round screw heads.
 Swiveling air supply connection to avoid entanglement of the air hose.
 Integrated LED lights in the ejector unit for indicating different operational states in different colors
that allows for corrective actions being taken, away from the hazardous area.
 Exhaust air outlet direction designed to minimize risk for blowing into the eyes of operator
 Constrained air hose by straps to avoid entanglement with other objects and/or robot body.

CERTIFICATIONS
These are the certifications that the piCOBOT® are testet for.
 ISO DTR20218-1, Standard for robot end-effectors under devlopment
 ISO/DTS 15066 (Draft), Robots and robotic devices – Safety requirements for industrial robots –
Collaborative operation
 2014/30/EU Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive (EMC)
 EN 61000-6-3 / EN 61000-6-4 Electromagnetic Compatibility - Emission
 EN 61000-6-1 / EN 61000-6-2 4 Electromagnetic Compatibility - Immunity
 EN ISO 9409-1 Industrial robots – mechanical interfaces
 ISO 9409-1:2004 [Type 50-4-M6]
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WARNING
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